
DesignSpark Mechanical Introduction 

Introduciton: 

Design Spark Mechanical is a CAD (Computer Aided Design) software intended for modeling 

3D shapes.  The program can be downloaded on its website, here.  Having used DesignSpark, I 

can easily say that this is the best free CAD program available for download.  I cannot say that it 

is the best free CAD program available, however.  AutoCAD and SolidWorks are certainly 

superior, but they are also very expensive, and if one does not have the money for them, then 

freeware is the only way to go.   

With that said, DesignSpark is certainly a capable CAD program in its own right.  What follows 

is a basic introduction to the tools that DesignSpark offers to computer draftsmen.  The layout is 

as follows: 

 

The basic interface is simple and straightforward.  The list of commands is listed across on the 

top of the screen in the Toolbar.  It is divided into smaller sections by functions.   

 

 



The Toolbar: 

 

The Toolbar is located on top of the screen under the menu bar.  It provides the essential 

functions with which to create a three dimensional shape.  The toolbar is divided into toolboxes 

that contain all of the functions.  Each toolbox has a specialized set of tools and each one is 

covered below.   

 

Clipboard: 

   

Clipboard contains commands for Paste, Copy, and Cut.  This is similar in function to a word 

processing program, but with 2D and 3D shapes instead of text.  A part or surface must be 

selected to be copied or cut.   

 

Orient: 

 

The Orient toolbox helps to adjusts the user’s view of the project.   

Home will reset the project’s default view.  The drop down arrow next to the Home icon 

displays the options to choose Set as Home View and Reset Home View.  Selected Set as 

Home View will set the current view as the home view.   

The dropdown icon next to the blue cube allows the user to switch between specific views along 

the axes.   

Plain View will view a selected surface head-on.  This is useful for working with surfaces that 

are on difficult angles.   



Spin allows the user to spin the project along its central point by clicking and dragging the 

mouse.  This allows for more precise control over the view.   

Pan allows the user to pan the view.  This slides the camera left and right and up and down by 

clicking and dragging.    

Zoom controls the distance from which the project is viewed.  Zooming in and out can also be 

toggled with a mouse wheel.   

 

Sketch: 

 

Sketch contains the tools essential for drawing a two-dimensional shape.  Most of the work that 

a drafter will do will be done with these tools.   

Line allows the user to draw straight lines on a surface.  A single click places one ends of a line 

on a grid.  A second click places the opposite end of the line.  

Rectangle allows the user to draw a rectangle on a grid.   

Circle will place the center point of a circle on the grid with a click.  The user then selects the 

radius of the circle by placing the edge with a second click.   

Three Point Circle will place three points of a circle’s circumference with three clicks as 

opposed to setting the center and the radius.   

Polygon works identically to the Circle tool, but with polygons. 

Tangent Arc work similarly to Line, with the arc of a line being automatically set after the two 

points.   

Three Point Arc works similarly to Line, but the user can set the arc’s radius after establishing 

the end points.   

Point will set a point on a line, surface, or corner of a shape.   

Trim Away simply erases lines that are draw if they are not the edge of a shape.   

 



Mode: 

 

Mode allows for users to switch between three different modes in which to work in.  Top to 

bottom, the tools are Sketch Mode, Section Mode, and 3D Mode. 

Sketch Mode will create a grid on a selected surface.  This allows the user to draw 2D shapes on 

the surface.   

Section Mode creates cross-sections to allow for the drafting of 2D shapes inside of an object.   

3D mode allows for the manipulation of 3D parts.   

 

Edit: 

 

Edit allows for selecting and modifying 2D shapes into 3D parts.   

Select will select parts and surfaces.  A surface or line can be selected with a click of the mouse.  

3D objects require a box to be drawn around them to be selected.   

Pull is used to turn 2D shapes are turned into 3D shapes.  To do this, the object must be selected 

and then dragged in the desired direction with the mouse button pushed down.  The length can be 

adjusted by typing in a number.  This equivalent to the Extrude tool in AutoCAD and 

SolidWorks.   

Move allows for 3D and 2D shapes to be moves along all three axes.  Selecting a 3D object or 

2D surface will then show three arrows representing the three axes.  Clicking one of the arrows 

and then dragging the cursor will move the object or surface along that axis.   

Fill allows for blank spaces to be filled.  This is done by selecting two or more lines or surface 

and then selecting the Fill tool.  

 



Intersect: 

 

Intersect contains the tools necessary to combines two parts into one and to split parts apart.   

Combine will merge two parts into one.  To use the Combine tool, first select two objects.  

Then, click on the Combine icon to merge them into a single object.  This can also be done with 

two surfaces to merge them into a single surface.   

 

Insert: 

 

Insert contains the tools to insert miscellaneous items such as 3D shapes into the user’s 

document.   

Plane will create a plane on a selected surface upon which 2D shapes can be drawn.  This is 

useful for drawing shapes on planes not completely oriented with the X, Y, or Z axes.   

Axis will turn a selected line or edge into an axis upon which an object can be spun.   

Origin creates a center for an object upon which is can be spun around all axes.   

Cylinder and Sphere will create cylinders and spheres of desired sizes without having to draw a 

2D shape and pulling it.   

Shell will cut out a selected surface on a 3D part.   

File will inserts pictures and videos into the document.   

Import PCB is for inserting PCB documentation into the document.   

Download 3D Models lets the user download premade 3D models from DesignSpark’s website 

into the user’s document.   

 



Output: 

 

Provides the user the option to export the document in other files, including .PDF, .STL, and 

.DXF formats.      

 

Investigate: 

 

Investigate contains the tools necessary for measuring the parts created.   

Measure is the top-left tool.  It measures the area and perimeter of the selected object or face.   

Dimension is the lower-left tool and is used to measure the lengths of lines and the diameters of 

circles.   

Bill Of Materials is used to insert further information of a part, such as the number and 

manufacturer of a part.   

 


